
PRODUCT CREATOR VIDEO CONTENT

Summary 
 0:00 

This lesson may strike fear into even the most confident of people. I have had a lot of 
the fears that you probably have. However, I highly encourage you to use video content 

in your products.  
  If you deliver value, nothing else matters. 

Features of Video Content 
0:48 

 
• Appeals to Visual Learners               
• Appeals to Audio Learners   
• Builds engagement – takes 

people through a transformational journey. 

• Builds your confidence -  as a coach, as an expert in your field, it’s about taking all 

your knowledge and experience condensing it into a format that people can get 

a high value from. 

• Start off simple – focus on voiceover presentations to begin with. 

• Recommend voiceover presentations first – even recommend still using these 

when you go past your Beta content that is primarily voiceover presentations 

based. This is as people like to learn this way: they like to hear someone’s voice, 

but to also engage in some of the graphics that they’re seeing on the screen.   

What you need 
0:48 

  These are my recommendations for a ‘kit list’: 

• PowerPoint/Keynote – to create your presentations. 

• Presentation – you can buy a template that you can use to create it. 

• OBS/QuickTime – these are used to record the video of your screen, and of you 

talking over it. 

• Mic (Various Options) – a basic option you can use to start off with is using iPhone 

headphones (come with a microphone included), as they are great for livestreams 

due to their awesome audio quality, and the sound recorded is fantastic as I can 

have it right by the side of my face.  

•

  A more advanced option for better quality is by the brand, Samson, which I use for 
recording training content. The mic stand (www.profitfromproducts.com/micstand, 

You want to make sure that your content 
appeals to all the learning styles, and video 

content is great for doing this.

http://www.profitfromproducts.com/micstand
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£8.99/$12 approx.) grips onto my desk so I can position my mic close to my face without 
it being too close to the screen. The mic (www.profitfromproducts.com/mic, 
£59.99/$78.76 approx.) is great for audio, and can even be used for podcasts.  

Face to Camera Content  
4:54 

  As I have mentioned before, this is not what I recommend starting off with. But if you 
want to create this type of content for your product further down the line, this what you 

need: 

• Good lighting – this is essential! But make sure to not use direct sunlight, and 

if you decide to use natural light, remember that weather can change, and so 

the light may be inconsistent. To combat this, you can use a soft box light 

(www.profitfromproducts.com/light, £28.99/$39 approx.), which gives a natural 

effect by bouncing the light off the wall that you are facing, and filling the 

room with natural looking light. 

• Video and Mic – a low budget setup is what I recommend to start off with, so 

you can allocate more money to advertising. A USB Mic 

(www.profitfromproducts.com/usblav, £11.50/$15 approx.), is best if you don’t 

have a mixing desk, or if you can’t connect the mic to the camera you use. A 

webcam (www.profitfromproducts.com/webcam, £69/$90 approx.) like this 

one is widescreen, so it captures everything, and has an exceptional light 

balance.  

  A more expensive setup, and one that I use, is best for when you have more clients. My 
mic (www.profitfromproducts.com/lavelier, £14.95/$19.95 approx.) attaches to my Canon 
camera (www.profitfromproducts.com/camera, £799/$1000 approx.) with a longer wire 

so I am free to move around whilst filming. On top of this, I also use an additional 
24mm lens (www.profitfromproducts.com/lens, £135/$177 approx.) to give a softer look 

to my videos.  

• Autocue app/Prompter – I recommend to start off with the low budget 

version, and this is what I used for my first launch. A phone holder 

(www.profitfromproducts.com/phoneholder, £5.99/$8 approx.) is used to hold 

the phone up while using the autocue app (www.autocueapp.com, free), so 

you can attach it to anything. This helps you to position it close to the camera, 

without it covering it, so you can look natural looking into the camera while 

you read off the app. 

http://www.profitfromproducts.com/mic
http://www.profitfromproducts.com/light
http://www.profitfromproducts.com/usblav
http://www.profitfromproducts.com/webcam
http://www.profitfromproducts.com/lavelier
http://www.profitfromproducts.com/camera
http://www.profitfromproducts.com/lens
http://www.profitfromproducts.com/phoneholder
http://www.autocueapp.com
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  The setup that I use includes an iPad, my Canon camera again, and a more advanced 
teleprompter (www.profitfromproduct.com/ipadteleprompter, £150/$220 approx.). The 

reflective glass screen displays your text right in front of your lens, so you can record 
looking through the camera, without recording any of the images or text that are 

displayed. The prompter also comes with a bonus app to use alongside it.  

My Top Tips 
13:46 

• Practice, practice, practice – you’ll improve over time, the more video content 

that you create. And a great tip is to be smiling whilst you create your content, 

it really helps you to give off a great energy, and people will engage more than 

if you are miserable! 

• Start off with voiceover presentations – there is no need to go straight into 

face to video, it took me a couple of years to get to the point where I can sit in 

front of a camera talking for a couple of hours without a script! 

• Mistakes are ok – by refining your ideas and being clear on what and who you 

are, plus regular practice, it will become natural over time. 

• We are our own worst critic – what we see, is not what other people see. You 

have to be prepared to not like your own videos/content.  

• Be yourself and have fun! – people will enjoy getting to know you, and see you 

as an actual person, and it helps people to stay interested.  

How to Record Your Presentations 
 17:04 

  In the next lesson, I am going to give you some tutorials on how to record your 
presentations. I will show you two of the ways that I do that, and how to do it with OBS 

and QuickTime. 

http://www.profitfromproduct.com/ipadteleprompter

